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Troubleshooting ART 
 

REPORTS & AUTO SAVE 
ISSUE: Reports & Auto-save are not downloading or popping up, instead I get a message that 

says Internet explorer has blocked this site from downloading or pop up blocked. 

 

Solution: This is a default blocking function from Microsoft. To resolve the problem, please put 

the URL https://www.achs.org.au into the Trusted Zone by following the instructions below. If you 

are in doubt, please contact your IT support. 

 

1. Click on the “Internet Options” which can be found under the Tools menu or the Tools 

icon at the top of the web page. 

 
OR 
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2. Click on the Security Tab, 

click on ‘Trusted sites’ then 

click on the ‘Sites’ button 

below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Enter the address: 

https://www.achs.org.au 

then click “Add”. Click 

‘OK’ to go back to 

Internet Options. 
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4. Click on the ‘Privacy’ tab 

 

 

5. If ‘Block pop-ups’ is ticked then 

click on the ‘Settings’ button (if 

the ‘Block pop-ups’ is not 

ticked click “OK”) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Under ‘Address of Web site to 

allow’ type in 

www.achs.org.au then click 

‘Add’ and it will show under 

‘Allowed sites:’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: If users cannot locate some of the 

settings tabs mentioned above it could be 

due to additional group policy restrictions 

applied by your IT administrator. To access 

and change settings, please contact your IT. 

support 
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DATA ENTRY AREA IS TOO SMALL 
Issue: The size of my monitor is too small to fit all components of the ART screen. Most of the 

editor is cut off and I cannot click into the data entry section. 

 

SOLUTION: You can click on the full screen button of the editor so that the text entry field fills up 

your entire screen giving you plenty of room to enter your data or you can press Ctrl + - on your 

key board to zoom your screen out (shown below). 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not enough space to enter data 

Click to expand text editor to whole screen 

Please note that when the text editor is in full screen mode, the save button becomes 

unavailable. You will need to switch back to normal mode (by clicking on the full screen 

button again) in order to save. Saving regularly is very important and this is no different when 

you are using full screen mode. 
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FORMATTING ISSUES 

COMPATIBILITY VIEW 

Issue: A lot of issues can be caused when compatibility view is not enabled for example: when 

you paste text it doesn’t go in the spot selected, bullet points don’t work etc.  

  

SOLUTION: This is a default setting of Microsoft. To resolve the problem, follow the following steps: 

 

1. Click on “Compatibility View Settings” which can be found under the Tools menu or 

the Tools icon at the top of the web page. 

 
OR 
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2. Enter the address: https://www.achs.org.au then click “Add” and then click “Close”. 

 

COPY & PASTING INTO ART 

Issue: Problems with formatting after copy and pasting into ART from Microsoft Word. I added 

some formatting such as bullet points, different font sizes, etc. After copying the data into ART, 

some or all of the formatting is lost, and/or data is not visible or does not print properly on the 

Survey Report. 

 

SOLUTION: Working in Microsoft Word & pasting into ART is not recommended by The ACHS. We 

recommended you type directly into the database. Of course, there are cases where copy and 

pasting from existing documentation is necessary and in these cases, we recommend that you 

paste as plain text and then format all data once it has been pasted into ART (this will prevent 

any data loss or formatting issues). Below are the steps to paste as plain text into ART: 

 

1. Select/highlight desired text 

2. Use Ctrl+C to copy text 

3. Use Ctrl+V to paste in ART or the yellow clipboard with the black T (indicated below) 
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PROBLEMS WITH CHANGING FORMAT OF TEXT IN ART 

Issue: I am trying to adjust the format of some text in ART but my changes do not work / save 

correctly 

 

SOLUTION: The ART editor is a third part component not written by ACHS. As a web based system 

this component differs from programs such as Microsoft word in particular formatting. If you 

cannot change the format of your text in ART it is probably because there is some background 

formatting code from MS Word (or similar) sitting in the editor which you cannot see (probably 

copied over when you have pasted in some text from an external text editing program) and 

which is overriding the commands that you are entering into the web based text editor. To 

remove this code, please follow the steps below: 

 

1. Place curser into text editor box 

2. Use Ctrl+A to select all of the text 

3. Use Ctrl+C to Copy all of the text out  

4. Click the delete or backspace button (this will ensure all background data has been 

deleted) 

5. Click the yellow clipboard with the black T as indicated below 

6. Use Ctrl+V to paste text into the paste window 

 

After this, you will be able to format the text as you please. If this does not work please refer to 

“Formatting Issues Compatibility View” (Page 6). 

 
 

PROBLEMS WITH BULLET POINT/INDENTATION IN THE ART EDITOR 

Issue: I copy and pasted data into ART using the Paste as Plain text button as recommended by 

ACHS but when I try to add bullets to my text in ART, I can only get one bullet at the beginning of 

my text which indents all text and treats the entire field as a single bullet point. 

 

SOLUTION: A recommended solution is to use a hyphen ( - ). This will ensure that the formatting of 

the report will be consistent throughout.  
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General Information about ART 
OPERATING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

- Windows Vista Service Pack 2; Windows 7 Service Pack 1; Windows 8 Windows 8.1; 

Windows 10. Internet Explorer Version 8 or later (JavaScript must be enabled), Mozilla 

Firefox, Google Chrome, Safari 

 

MINIMUM SCREEN RESOLUTION 
ART is designed for screen resolution of 1024x768 pixels or higher. 

 

SETTING UP ACCESS FOR ART 
Access to ART / EAT must be approved by the Primary Contact of each organisation.  

The Primary Contact is the person to whom all ACHS correspondence is sent.  Process to arrange 

organisation connection to ART / EAT: 

 
 

ACCESS LEVELS 
There are two levels of access: 

- Administrator Level: This person/s has ultimate responsibility for data for the organisation  

- Respondent Level: This person/s have access to what has been assigned to them by an 

administrator 

 

DATA RECORDS 

ADMINISTRATORS:  
Administrators will all share one data record and be able to edit, view and delete each other’s 

work. The primary contact may be the Administrator or may nominate another person/s to have 

administrator level access. If there is more than one Administrator there will need to be 

agreement as to who has the responsibility to submit the final completed data to the ACHS. 

Once submitted, the data becomes “Read Only” and no new information can be added to the 

Self-Assessment. 

 

The Primary Contact can also nominate others to have access at Respondent level. It will then 

be the Administrator/s decision as to what data the Respondent/s have access to and what 

type of data record they have. 

 

RESPONDENTS: 
Data must be assigned by the system Administrators. The types of data records that 

Administrators can assign to Respondents for Criteria and Recommendations are: 

- Shared: Data is shared by all administrators & respondents to whom it has been assigned. 

- Read Only: Data assigned can be viewed for the criterion & recommendations 

 

 

http://www.achs.org.au/register-for-access
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WORD PROCESSING FUNCTIONS 
Users will encounter a word processing tool bar as below when using ART: 

 
1. Change font type 17. Highlight text 

2. Change font size 18.  Insert paragraph 

3. Spell check 19. Numbering 

4. Cut 20. Bullets 

5. Paste as plain text  21. Increase indent 

6. Undo 22. Decrease indent 

7. Redo 23. Insert table 

8. Find and replace 24. Insert row above 

9. Fit text editor to screen 25. Insert row below 

10. Bold 26. Delete row 

11. Italic 27. Insert column left 

12. Underline 28. Insert column right 

13. Left justify 29. Delete column 

14. Centre justify 30. Insert hyperlink 

15. Right justify 31. Select all 

16. Change font colour 32. Select none 

 

 

 

ACCESSING YOUR SURVEYS IN ART 
After login to ART, a list of ACHS member organisations that you have access to will be displayed 

(as shown below). Double click on an organisation to view any related surveys. 

 
After double clicking on your organisation a list of past, current and future surveys will be 

displayed. Double click the survey that is “In Progress” to begin data entry.  

Double click to view surveys for an organisation 
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BASIC NAVIGATION AND DATA ENTRY SECTIONS IN ART 
The menu displayed on the left hand side of the screen in ART is used to navigate around the 

tool. Any menu item with a + symbol to the left indicates that the section can be expanded for 

further options by clicking on the +. When a menu item is clicked the section will display on the 

right hand side of the screen. The data entry sections are indicated below: 

 

Data entry sections are indicated below in orange: 

Summary Information (read only) sections are indicated below in blue: 

 

 
 

Double click to enter survey 

Member Details 

Sites for Survey 

Recommendations from 

Previous Survey NSQHS Standards 

EQuIPNational 

Standards 

Reports from Current 

Survey 

Housekeeping 

Actions Rating 

Summary Standards Rating 

Summary 
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MEMBER DETAILS DATA ENTRY 
Within the member details section there are several data entry sections. The Organisation details 

(primary contact, person in charge, address details, emails, contact numbers etc) can be 

edited by clicking on the name of the organisation as indicated below. The rest of the sections 

included in the Member details appear as they are named in the diagram below. “Sites for 

survey” sits outside of the Member details but is included here as it is part of the Member Details 

Report: 

 

ORGANISATION DETAILS: 
To edit the Organisation Details, click on the name of your organisation. When you have 

updated your details click save in the top left hand corner. 

 
 

Member Details 

SAVE 

Click here to edit your 

organisations details 
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ROLE AND FUNCTION, CHANGES OR ISSUES, DEMOGRAPHICS: 
The Role and Function, Changes or Issues and Demographics sections of the Member Details are 

all free text data entry fields. Click on the section you wish to edit, make your changes and then 

click save in the top left hand corner.  

 

SPECIALTIES AND CLINICAL INDICATORS 
Specialties and Clinical Indicators both use the same functionality. There is a list of ACHS default 

entries on the left and the organisation list is on the right. Click the item in the left hand list that 

you wish to add to your list on the right, then click the add button in the centre of the screen. 

The item will be added to your list. If the item you wish to add is not included in the list to the left, 

use the box below the list on the right to add custom entries to your list and then click add. 

When you save your work by clicking the save button in the top left corner, your entries will be 

automatically sorted into alphabetical order. 

 

SAVE 

SAVE 

Select an Item 

Click Add 

Make custom entries 

Click Add 
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RELATIONSHIPS, DRGS, INSPECTIONS / REVIEWS, ACRONYMS 
Relationships, DRGs, Inspections / Reviews and Acronyms all have similar functionality.  

 

- Relationships: Enter any contracted services or education services used by your 

organisation 

- DRGs: Diagnosis Related Groups 

- Inspections / Reviews: Enter any inspections or external reviews undertaken since your 

last survey 

- Acronyms: Enter any acronyms that you have used throughout your report 

 

When you click on the section you wish to edit, click the “New” button at the top to create a 

new item, enter your data into the pop up box and then click save. The entry will be displayed 

as a line item on the main screen. Double click any existing line item to edit it. To delete an item 

click on it once and then click delete. You can also use the “Move Selected Item Up / Down” 

buttons to change the order of your entries. Some of these sections have multiple tabs to help 

categorise your items more specifically.  

 

STATISTICAL DATA 
In this section the categories of Inpatient services, Non-inpatient services and Staff is to be 

provided. Data entry can be provided for either the fiscal year or the calendar year as long as 

you consistently use the same type of calendar for all entries (ie, if you provide data for the 2010 

fiscal year the same must be provided for 2011 and 2012). You can select the period for which 

you wish to report on via the “Statistical Period” drop down box at the top of the screen which 

will give you data entry columns for the year that you choose as well as the 2 years prior.  

 

Each tab has some ACHS default data to collect which cannot be removed however if there 

other areas within these categories for which you are collecting data that you wish to present 

you can use the new button to create new entries.  

 

Please note: Only whole numbers and zeros will be accepted as valid data entries in this section. 

Click to create new entry 

SAVE 

Double click to open & edit 
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SITES FOR SURVEY 
In this section, enter the physical addresses of any sites under your membership. This allows ACHS 

surveyors to confirm which sites have been visited at each on site survey. This section is only 

required for on-site surveys. Data entry for this section is the same as for Relationships, DRGs, 

Inspections / Reviews and Acronyms. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Please ensure sites for survey listed are the same as your ACHS contract 

membership application. Any site changes must be notified to your ACHS Customer Service 

Manager as it may impact on the contracted survey costs and services delivered. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM PREVIOUS SURVEY 
Any recommendations that were made at your last onsite survey or that remain open from a 

previous onsite survey will be displayed here. Your recommendations can be exported into an 

Excel document to give to staff for reference. Any changes made to the Excel report will not be 

saved as changes in ART, this is a data extract feature only. To view the full recommendation 

and rationale comment and enter your organisation action taken, double click on any 

recommendation. 

 
When you have opened a recommendation you will see the screen on the next page. The 

recommendation will be displayed at the top of the screen. The next box down is the comment 

containing background information around the recommendation. At the bottom of the screen 

you can enter your action taken to address the recommendation, as well as the date by which 

you plan to complete it, who will be responsible for the completion (either a specific person or a 

SAVE 

New 

Export recommendations to Excel report 

Double click to open & edit 
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staff position) and finally whether or not you believe the recommendation is now complete or 

not. When you have entered your data click save in the top left hand corner and then use the 

next button to go to the next recommendation. 

 
 

 

NSQHSS & EQUIPNATIONAL DATA ENTRY 

QUALITY MEASURES 
For each of the ten NSQHS Standards and five EQuIPNational Standards (where applicable) 

there is a Data entry section to enter a summary of evidence for the standard. This is a free text 

field with no character limit. Expand the NSQHS Standards tree and then expand the standard 

that you wish to edit. Click on “Quality Measures” to edit your summary for the standard. The 

organisation is required to submit at least one key piece of evidence for each criterion within the 

standard. The Quality measures should give the surveyors an overall impression of how the 

organisation is meeting the Standards. It is not necessary to input a piece of evidence for each 

action in the standards, however such evidence should be developed and provided to the 

surveyors during the survey. Remember to save your work regularly using the save button in the 

top left hand corner. There is also a rating summary at the top of the screen for the standard to 

identify the overall rating for the standard thus far. 

SAVE 

Change between recommendations 

Recommendation 

Comment 

Enter your action taken here 

Completion due date  Person/Position responsible 

Completed? 
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ACTION LEVEL – APPLYING RATINGS AND ENTERING ACTION PLANS 
To complete your survey, enter a rating for each Action. Under each of the standard in the left 

hand navigation menu you will see a list of criteria. When you click on a criterion you will see the 

screen below:  

 
In this view the standard and criterion, along with the related items and actions are listed down 

the page as shown above. Items are restricted to a limited view by default in order to provide a 

less cluttered screen. If you wish to see an item in its entirety, click on the “show” link indicated 

above. 

 

 

SAVE 

Enter summary of evidence here 

Click to edit 

Click on a criterion to view the 

items and actions required 

Standard 

Criterion 

Item 

Action required 

Click to view entire item 
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For each Action, a rating must be provided. The rating levels are as follows: 

 

SM: Satisfactorily Met 

NM: Not Met 

NA: Not Applicable 

 

Click on the radio button for the applicable rating level as indicated below. When you have 

entered your ratings, remember to click save in the top left hand corner. 

 
When you select a rating of NM the data entry box for “Organisation Action Plan” will open 

automatically as shown below. An action plan can be entered, you can also enter a due date 

& assign responsibility for completion to a specific member of staff or to a specific staff position. If 

there is an existing recommendation for action being rated NM, an action plan is not required 

here. 

 

SAVE 

Click here to rate 

SAVE 

Not met rating 

Enter your action plan here 

Completion due date  

Person/Position responsible 
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If you wish to enter, edit or view the action plan simply click on the icon indicated below. The 

pink square with blue pencil indicates that an action plan has been entered. 

 

APPLYING FOR NA RATINGS 
To apply for an N/A rating for any action enter the NA rating in the same way as described 

above. When you click on the NA rating radio button, an NA comment box will appear into 

which will need to enter rationale/summary of evidence to support action/s to be considered. 

You will notice that the blue pencil will change to a yellow square, click on the yellow square to 

edit/view your NA comment. 

 

Click to open & edit action plan 

SAVE 

Enter your evidence here 
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Once you have entered your NA ratings and your comments, you will then need to submit the 

NA ratings to ACHS for approval. This will need to be done at least 10 weeks prior to on-site 

survey. To do this, go to the “Housekeeping” section in ART, click on “Submit Organisation’s 

Survey” and then click on the “Submit NA Ratings” button at the top of the screen. If you have 

failed to enter your NA comment, you will be prompted to enter these before you are able to 

submit the NA ratings to ACHS. Once you have submitted your NA ratings, you will notice that 

you will no longer be able to enter any further NA ratings or change the ones that you have 

already entered. Once your application is reviewed, any actions that are declined as NA 

ratings, will be removed by ACHS and you will need to rate them as either SM or NM. You will be 

notified by your Customer Services Manager if there are any NA ratings that are declined. 

 

RATING SUMMARIES 

ACTIONS RATING SUMMARY 
The Actions Rating Summary is a display screen only and does not require any data entry. In this 

section of ART you will see a list of every Action required & the rating which has been assigned. 

Using the filter radio buttons along the top of the screen you can filter the list to see all actions 

that have been rated (shown below), which actions have not been rated yet or you can filter 

the by a specific rating eg NM, to see all actions that have been rated at that level. Double 

click on any line to go back and edit that Action. 

  

STANDARDS RATING SUMMARY 
The Standards Rating Summary is a display screen only and does not require any data entry. In 

this screen, the number of SM and NM ratings applied to each Action are added up to 

determine the overall rating for each standard. In order to receive accreditation under the 

NSQHS standards, you must achieve an overall rating of “Met” for all standards. 

Filter  

Click to submit your N/A ratings 
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REPORTS 
To export reports from the ART into Microsoft Word, expand 

the “Reports” section in the left hand navigation tree and 

then simply click on the report you wish to download. 

 

There are several reports available for organisations: 

 

- Member Details: Contains all data entered in the 

Member Details section of ART including; Organisation 

details, Role and Function, Changes or Issues, 

Demographics, Specialties, Relationships, DRGs, Clinical 

Indicators, Statistical Data, Inspections / Reviews and 

Acronyms. This report also includes any entries made in 

the Sites for Survey section 

- Sites for Survey: Contains any entries made in the Sites for 

Survey Section 

- Actions Rating Summary: This report contains a list of 

ratings applied to each action 

- Standards Rating Summary: This report contains a 

numerical summary of ratings applied within each 

standard and notes the overall rating for each standard 

- Recommendations from Previous Survey: This report 

contains Recommendations from Previous survey and 

your actions taken 

- Survey Report: The Survey Report contains all data 

entered in the Standards and Criteria section of the ART 

and is able to be customised based on Standards, and 

other factors 

- Respondent Assignments: This report contains a summary 

of what sections have been assigned to each 

Respondent 

 

Overall rating for the standard 

Must be all 0 to achieve overall rating of met 

 

Expand the 

reports section 

Click to 

download 

desired report 
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Some reports will have a report options screen to allow you to customise the document based 

on your requirements. In these cases, select the options you wish to include in the report and 

then click “OK” in the top left corner as shown below. 

 
When you have clicked ok, you will see the message below; click “yes” to continue 

 
Next you will see a file download box. Select “open” to open your report as a word document: 

 
When you have opened the file, use the “Save as” option and save the file in the relevant file 

path location and ensure that the “File type” is a “word document” 

Select desired 

options for your 

report 

Click OK after you have selected the options for your report 
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HOUSEKEEPING 

AUTO-SAVE STATUS 
Auto-Save will save your work automatically after 15 minutes if you have not done so within that 

time. Auto-Save status is defaulted to on and it is recommended that this is not changed. Do not 

rely on auto-save, the auto-save function is not fail safe as it relies on the stability of your internet 

connection and it is recommended that you save regularly to reduce the risk of data loss. In 

order for the Auto-Save function to work correctly, you will need to ensure that you have 

allowed pop-ups from the ACHS website. Otherwise, your internet browser will block the Auto-

Save pop up and the feature will not work. For instructions on how to allow pop ups from the 

ACHS website please refer to Add trusted zones and allow pop up. 

 

ASSIGN RESPONDENTS 
As described in access levels there are 2 levels of access for the ACHS ART. If you have 

Administrator level access and there are staff with Respondent level access at your organisation 

you will need to assign Recommendations and Standards sections to them in order for them to 

be able to view data and make changes. The types of data records that can be assigned are 

also described in access levels. By default, any new respondents will be automatically assigned 

with Shared access to all Recommendations and Standards data entry sections. The 

Administrator will need to visit the “Assign Respondents” page under Housekeeping to review this 

and then click save to confirm the data allocation. To assign data to respondents, click on 

“Assign Respondents” in the Housekeeping section of the left hand navigation menu and the 

screen on the next page will be displayed. 
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Use the “User” drop down list to select the Respondent to whom you wish to assign data entry 

sections. Select a default type of data record to assign by clicking on the relevant radio button 

on the right hand side of the screen. Make sure the sections that you wish this respondent to 

have access to are ticked, noting the three tabs, Criteria, Recommendations and Quality 

Measures. Any Items that you have nominated as N/A will display as N/A and you will not be 

able to allocate these to your Respondents. When you are satisfied that the necessary data 

entry sections have been assigned as Shared or Read only, click save in the top left hand corner 

to confirm your selection. If you wish to lock a Respondent’s access and stop them from making 

any further changes, then select the “Closed” radio button at the top of the screen and then 

click save. 

 

SUBMIT ORGANISATIONS SURVEY 
When you are satisfied that you have entered all required data, you will need to submit your 

response to the ACHS. Expand the Housekeeping section of the left hand navigation menu and 

then click on “Submit Organisations Survey”. A message explaining the submission process will 

pop up click ok to continue as indicated below. 

 
On the following screen, you will be presented with one page that lists out all outstanding data. 

If you have fulfilled all of the data entry requirements the “send to ACHS” button in the top left 

hand corner of the screen will be blue and you can click the button to submit your survey. If 

SAVE 

Close user response 

Default data 

record type 

Tick items to assign 

Note: NA items cannot be assigned 
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there are still some components that are incomplete the submit survey button will be red and 

say “incomplete”. In the page shown below, any items listed means they are missing. Click on 

the items to go back to that section and input the missing data as shown below: 

 

 
You will receive the below pop-up message once you have clicked the “send to ACHS” button 

to confirm we have received the data. 

 

Submit survey indicator 

List of outstanding items 

Click to send 

to ACHS 


